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2sible ways to solve the problem with topologically non{
trivial and deformed horizons.
The organization of this paper is as follows: In Sec. II,
we consider ellipsoidal and torus deformations and anis-
toropic confromal transforms of the Schwarzschil metric.
We introduce an o{diagonal ansatz which can be di-
agonalized by anholonomic transforms and compute the
non{trivial components of the vacuum Einstein equa-
tions in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we construct and analyze
three types of exact static solutions with ellisoidal{torus
horizons. Sec. V is devoted to generalization of such
solutions for congurations with running constants and
anisotropic polarizations. The conclusion and discussion
are presented in Sec. VI.
ELLIPSOIDAL/TORUS DEFORMATIONS OF
METRICS
In this Section we analyze anholonomic transforms
with ellipsoidal/torus deformations of the Scwarzschild
solution to some o{diagonal metrics. We dene the
conditions when the new 'deformed' metrics are exact
solutions of vacuum Einstein equations.
The Schwarzschild solution may be written in isotropic



































where the isotropic radial coordinate  is related with
the usual radial coordinate r via the relation r =












being the 4D grav-








is the 4D Newton constant expressed via Plank
mass M
P [4]
: In our further considerations, we put the
light speed constant c = 1 and re{scale the isotropic







metric (1) is a vacuum static solution of 4D Einstein
equations with spherical symmetry describing the gravi-
tational eld of a point particle of mass m
0
: It has a sin-
gularity for r = 0 and a spherical horizon for r = r
g
; or, in
re{scaled isotropic coordinates, for b = 1: We emphasize
that this solution is parametrized by a diagonal metric
given with respect to holonomic coordinate frames.
We may introduce a new 'exponential' radial coordi-
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exp & + 1

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; b (&) =





The condition of vanishing of coeÆcient a (&) ; exp & = 1;














where x; y and z are usual Cartezian coordinates.













may be written in arbitrary ellipsoidal, or toroidal, coor-
dinates which transforms the spherical horizon equation
into very sophysticate relations (with respect to new co-
ordinates).
Our idea is to deform (renormalize) the coeÆcients (3),
a (&)! A (&; ) and b (&)! B (&; ) ; as they would dene
a rotation ellipsoid and/or a toroidal horizon and sym-
metry (for simplicity, we shall consider the ellongated
ellipsoid conguration; the attened ellipsoids may be
analyzed in a similar manner). But such a diagonal
metric with respect to ellipsoidal, or toroidal, local coor-
dinate frame does not solve the vacuum Einstein equa-
tions. In order to generate a new vacuum solution we
have to "elongate" the dierentials d' and dt; i. e. to




(&; ; v) d& + w

(&; ; v) d;
dt ! Æt+ n
&
(&; ; v) d& + n

(&; ; v) d;
for v = ' (static conguration), or v = t (running in time
conguration) and nd the conditions when w- and n{
coeÆcients and the renormalized metric coeÆcients de-
ne o{diagonal metrics solving the Einstein equations
and possessing some ellipsoidal and/or toroidal horizons
and symmetries.
We shall dene the 3D space ellipsoid { toroidal cong-
uration in this manner: in the center of Cartezian coor-
dinates we put an rotation ellipsoid ellongated along axis
z (its intersection by the xy{coordinat plane describes a











); the ellipsoid is
surrounded by a torus with the same z axis of symmetry,
when  z
0
 z  z
0
; and the interections of the torus
































are chosen as to dene not













We shall consider the rotation ellipsoid coordinates
[13] (u; ; ') with 0  u < 1; 0    ; 0  '  2;
3where  = cosh u  1; are related with the isotropic 3D
Cartezian coordinates (x; y; z) as
(x = e sinhu sin cos'; (5)
y = e sinhu sin sin'; z = e coshu cos)


























































We can relate the rotation ellipsoid coordinates
(u; ; ') from (5) with the isotropic radial coordinates
(b; ; '), scaled by the constant 
g
; from (1), equivalently
with coordinates (&; ; ') from (2), as
e = 1; coshu = b = exp &
and deform the Schwarzschild metric by introducing el-
lipsoidal coordinates and a new horizon dened by the
condition that vanishing of the metric coeÆcient before
dt
2













































The ellipsoidally deformed metric (7) does not satisfy the
vacuum Einstein equations, but at long distances from
the horizon it transforms into the usual Schwarzchild so-
lution (1).
We introduce two Classes (A and B) of 4D auxiliary
pseudo{Riemannian metrics, also given in ellipsoid coor-










which also are not supposed to be solutions of the Ein-
stein equations:













































































































































In Ref. [7] we proved that there are anholonomic trans-
forms of the metrics (7), (8) and (11) which results in ex-
act ellipsoidal black hole solutions of the vacuum Einstein
equations.
Toroidal Congurations
Fixing a scale parameter 
[t]
g
which satises the condi-
tions (4) we dene the toroidal coordinates (; ; ') (we
emphasize that in in this paper we use dierent letters
for ellipsoidal and toroidal coordinates introduced in Ref.
[13]). These coordinates run the values     < ; 0 
  1; 0  ' < 2: They are related with the isotropic
3D Cartezian coordinates via transforms
~x =
e sinh 




cosh    cos 
sin'; ~z =
e sinh
cosh    cos

























































(cosh    cos )
2
:
4We can relate the toroidal coordinates (; ; ') from















and transform the Schwarzschild solution into a new met-
ric with toroidal coordinates by changing the 3D radial
line element into the toroidal one and stating the tt{












(sinh  + 1)
4















sinh    1






Such a deformed Schwarzchild like toroidal metric is
not an exact solution of the vacuum Einstein equations,
but at long radial distances it transforms into the usual




3D line element parametrized by toroidal coordinates.
We introduce two Classes (A and B) of 4D auxiliary
pseudo-Riemannian metrics, also given in toroidal coor-










but which are not supposed to be solutions of the Einstein
equations:

























(;  ) =
(sinh    1)
2





(sinh  + 1)
6
; (16)





(;  ) = 
[t]2
g
(sinh  + 1)
4
(cosh    cos)
2
: (17)



















































(cosh    cos)
2
(sinh  + 1)
2
: (19)
In Ref. [8] we used the metrics (14), (15) and (18)
in order to generate exact solutions of the Einstein equa-
tions with toroidal horizons and anisotropic polarizations
and running constants by performing corresponding an-
holonomic transforms.
THE METRIC ANSATZ AND VACUUM
EINSTEIN EQUATIONS











= u and x
2
=  for ellipsoidal coor-
dinates (x
1
=  and x
2
=  for toroidal coordinates) and
y
3
= v = ' and y
4
= t for the so{called '{anisotropic
congurations (y
4
= v = t and y
5
= ' for the so{called t{
anisotropic congurations). Our spacetime is modeled as
a 4D pseudo{Riemannian space of signature ( ; ; ;+)
(or ( ; ;+; )); which in general may be enabled with

































) are called the coeÆcients of anholonomy.





















were the coeÆcients g^







































































































































tions of necessary smoothly class or even sigular in some
points and nite regions. So, the g
i
{components of our
ansatz depend only on "holonomic" variables x
i
and the
rest of coeÆcients may also depend on "anisotropic" (an-
holonomic) variable y
3
= v; our ansatz does not depend
on the second anisotropic variable y
4
:















































































are anholonomic because, in gen-
eral, they satisfy some non{trivial anholonomy relations




which "elongate" partial derivatives and dier-
entials if we are working with respect to anholonomic
frames. This result in a more sophisticate dierential
and integral calculus (a usual situation in 'tetradic' and
'spinor' gravity), but simplies substantially tensor com-
putations, because we are dealing with diagonalized met-
rics.
The vacuum Einstein equations for the (22) (equiva-
lently, for (23)), R


= 0; computed with respect to an-
holonomic frames (24) and (25), transforms into a system






































































































































are found as to consider non{trivial conformal
factors 
 : we compensate by 
i
possible conformal defor-
mations of the Ricci tensors, computed with respect to
anholonomic frames. The conformal invariance of such
























The system of equations (26){(28) and (31) can be
integrated in general form [7]. Physical solutions are
dened from some additional boundary conditions, im-
posed types of symmetries, nonlinearities and singular
behaviour and compatibility in locally anisotropic limits
with some well known exact solutions.
In this paper we give some examples of ellipsoidal and
toroidal solutions and investigate some classes of metrics
for combined ellipsoidal black hole { black tori congu-
rations.
STATIC BLACK HOLE { BLACK TORUS
METRICS
We analyzed in detail the method of anholonomic
frames and constructed 4D and 5D ellipsoidal black hole
and black tori solutions in Refs. [4, 7, 8]. In this Section
we give same new examples of metrics describing one
static 4D black hole or one static 4D black torus cong-
urations. Then we extend the constructions for metrics
describing combined variants of black hole { black torus
solutions. We shall analyze solutions with trivial and
non{trivial conformal factors.












; where we take x
i
= (u; )
for ellipsoidal congurations and x
i
= (;  ) for toroidal
congurations. Here we note that, we can introduce a
"general" 2D space ellipsoidal coordinate system, u =
u(;  ) and  = ; for both ellipsoidal and toroidal con-
gurations if, for instance, we identify the ellipsoidal co-




cosh    cos 
:
In the vicinity of  = 0 we can aproximate cosh   1










In general, we consider that the "holonomic" coordinates




(;  ) = ex
i
(u; ) for which the
























For simlicity, we consider 4D coordinate parametriza-
tions when the angular coordinate ' and the time like
coordinate t are not aected by any transforms of x-
coordinates.
Static anisotropic black hole/torus solutions
An example of ellipsoidal black hole conguration
The symplest way to generate a static but anisotropic
ellipsoidal black hole solution with an anholonomically
diagonalized metric (23) is to take a metric of type (8),
to "elongate" its dierentials,



































































in the simplest case we can consider only "angular" on '












































): The anholonomically transformed metric is para-













































are to be dened respectively from the
equations (26), (31) and (28). We note that the equation




The equation (26), with partial derivations on coordi-
nates x
i


























are some constants which should
be dened from boundary conditions and by xing a cor-
responding 2D system of coordinates; we pointed that we
may redene the factor (36) in 'pure' ellipsoidal coordi-
nates (u; ) :
The general solution of (31) for renormalization (32)





























for ! = ! (') :





= 0; we can compute the coeÆ-







































denes an exact static solution
of the vacuum Einstein equations parametrized by an
o{diagonal metric of type (35). This solution have an
ellipsoidal horizon dened by the condition of vanishing






); see the coeÆcients for the
auxiliarrymetric (8) and an anisotropic eective constant



















which have to be stated from some additional
physical arguments.
For instance, if we wont to impose the condition
that our solution, far away from the ellipsoidal horizon,
transform into the Scwarzshild solution with an eec-
tive anisotropic "mass", or a renromalized gravitational
Newton constant, we may put 
[0]
= 1 and x the x
i
{
coordinates and constants c
[1;2]















































this case, at asymptotics, our solution will transform into




Nevertheless, we consider that it is not obligatory to
select only such type of ellipsoidal solutions (with im-
posed asymptotic spherical symmetry) parametrized by
metrics of class (35). The system of vacuum gravitational
equations (26){(31) for the ansatz (35) denes a nonlin-
ear static conguration (an alternative vacuum Einstein
conguration with ellipsoidal horizon) which, in general,
is not equivalent to the Schwarschild vacuum. This points
to some specic properties of the gravitational vacuum
which follow from the nonlinear character of the Einstein
equations. In quantum eld theory the nonlinear eects
may result in unitary non{equivalent vacua; in classical
gravitational theories we could obtain a similar behaviour
if we are dealing with o{diagonal metrics and anholo-
nomic frames.
The constructed new static vacuum solution (35) for a
4D ellipsoidal black hole is stated by the coeÆcients
g
1;2







































































These data dene an ellipsoidal conguration, see Fig. 1.
Finally, we remark that we have generated a vacuum
ellipsoidal gravitational conguration starting from the
metric (8), i. e. we constructed an ellipsoidal '{solution
of Class A (see details on classication in [7]). In a sim-
ilar manner we can dene anholonomic deformations of




(u; ) in order to construct an ellipsoidal '{solution
of Class B. We omit such considerations in this paper but
present, in the next subsection, an example of toroidal
'{solution of Class B.
An example of toroidal black hole conguration
We start with the metric (18), "elongate" its dier-















































For toroidal congurations it is naturally to use 2D
toroidal holonomic coordinates x
i
= (;  ):
The anholonomically transformed metric is paramet-

































(; ; ') g
 1
T











(; ; ') = $
 2
















(;  ) when h

4
= 0: The procedure of denition
of 
i
(; ; ') and n
i
(; ; ') is similar to that from the










































































for the ansatz (41) which denes an exact static solution
of the vacuum Einstein equations with toroidal symme-
try, of Class B, with anisotropic dependence on coordi-
nate '; see the torus conguration from Fig. 2. The
o{diagonal solution is non{trivial for anisotropic linear
distributions of mass on the circle contained in the torus
ring, or alternatively, if there is a renormalized gravi-
tational constant with anisotropic dependence on angle
': This class of solutions have a toroidal horizon de-
ned by the condition of vanishing of the coeÆcient h
4
which holds if f
T
(;  ) = 0: The functions $ (; ; ') and
n
i[0;1]
(;  ) may be stated in a form that at long distan-
cies from the toroidal horizon the (41) with data (42)
will have asymptotics like the Scwarzschild metric. We
can also consider alternative toroidal vacuum congura-










; like is stated by (30);
it depends on what type of nonlinear conguration and
asymptotic limits we wont to obtain.
We remark also that in a symilar manner we can gener-
ate toroidal congurations of Class A, starting from the
auxiliary metric (15). In the next subsection we elucidate
this possibility by interfering it with a Class B ellipsoidal
conguration.
Static Ellipsoidal Black Hole { Black Torus solutions
There are dierent possibilities to combine static ellip-
soidal black hole and black torus solutions as they will
give congurations with two horizons. In this subsection
we analyze two such variants. We consider a 2D system
of holonomic coordinates x
i
; which may be used both on
the 'ellipsoidal' and 'toroidal' sectors via transforms like
u = u(x
i











Ellipsoidal{torus black congurations of Class BA
We construct a 4D vacuummetric with posses two type
of horizons, ellipsoidal and toroidal one, having both type
characteristics like a metic of Class B for ellipsoidal con-
gurations and a metric of Class A for toroidal congura-
tions (we conventionally call this ellipsoidal torus metric






















































































































































So, in general we may having both type of anisotropic





as in (32) and
(40). The prolongations of dierentials Æ' and Æt are









































































as to obtain at asymptotics a Schwarschild like behaviour.
The metric (43) has two horizons, a toroidal one, dened




) = 0; and an ellipsoidal one, de-




) = 0 (see respectively these
functions in (16) and (12)).
The ellipsoidal{torus conguration is illustrated in Fig.
3.
We can consider dierent combinations of ellipsoidal
black hole an black torus metrics in order to construct
solutions of Class AA, AB and BB (we omit such similar
constructions).
A second example of ellipsoidal black hole { black torus
system
In the simplest case we can construct a solution with
an ellipsoidal and toroidal horizon which have a trivial
conformal factor 
 and vanishing coeÆcients 
i
= 0 (see
(31)). Establishing a global 3D toroidal space coordinate





















(;  ) Æt
2
g;











(;  ) b
T







(; ; ') ;
considering anisotropic renormalizations of constants as
in (32) and (40). The polarization 
3



























































Then, computing the coeÆcient ; see (29), after two
integrations on ' we nd
n
i
(; ; ') = n
i[0]




























where we re-dened the function n
i[1]
(;  ) into a new
~n
i[1]













The constructed solution (44) does not has as locally
isotropic limit the Schwarzschild metric. It has also a
toroidal and ellipsoidal horizons dened by the conditions




; but this solution is dierent
from the metric (43): it has a trivial conformal factor and
vanishing coeÆcients 
i
which means that in this case we
are having a splitting of dynamics into three holonomic
and one anholonomic coordinate. We can select such
functions n
i[0;1]
(;  ) ; ! (; ; ') and $ (; ; ') ; when
at asymptotics one obtains the Minkowski metric.
ANISOTROPIC POLARIZATIONS AND
RUNNING CONSTANTS
In this Section we consider non{static vacuum anho-
lonomic ellipsoidal and/or toroidal congurations depen-
ding explicitly on time variable t and on holonomic co-
ordiantes x
i
; but not on angular coordinate ': Such so-
lutions are generated by dynamical anholonomic defor-
mations and conformal transforms of the Schwarzschild
metric. For simplicity, we analyze only Class A and AA
solutions.
The coordinates are parametrized: x
i
are holonomic
ones, in particular, x
i
= (u; ) ; for ellipsoidal cong-
urations, and x
i
= (;  ) ; for toroidal congurations;
y
3
= v = t and y
4







































where the dierentials are elongated




















The ansatz (46) is related with some ellipsoidal and/ or
toroidal anholonomic deformations of the Schwarzschild
metric (see respectively, (7), (8), (11) and (14), (15),
(18)) via time running renormalizations of ellipsoidal and




































1: The horizons of such classes of solutions are dened by








Ellipsoidal/toroidal solutions with running constants




The simplest way to generate a t{depending ellipsoidal
(or toroidal) conguration is to take the metric (8) (or
(15)) and to renormalize the constant as (47) (or (48)).


























































0 and the condition (31) holds for 
i
= 0: The coeÆcient
 from (29) is dened only by polarization 
3
;which allow
























The corresponding ellipsoidal (or toroidal) congura-
tion may be transformed into asymptoticallyMinkowschi
metric if the functions !
 2
(u; ; t) (or $
 2







are such way determined by boundary con-
ditions that 
3






! 0; far away
from the horizons, which are dened by the conditions
b
E
(u; ) = 0 (or b
T
(;  ) = 0):
Such vacuum gravitational congurations may be con-
sidered as to posses running of gravitational constants in
a local spacetime region. For instance, in Ref [4] we sug-
gested the idea that a vacuum gravitational soliton may
renormalize eectively the constants, but at asymptotics
we have static congurations.
Non{trivial conformal factors
The previous conguration can not be related directly
with the Schwarzschild metric (we used its conformal
transforms). A more direct relation is possible if we con-
sider non{trivial conformal factors. For ellipsoidal (or
toroidal) congurations we renromalize (as in (47), or




































































as in previous subsection: this solves the


















































We note that the conformal factor 

2
is singular on hori-
zon, which is dened by the condition of vanishing of
the coeÆcient h
3




). By a correspond-





















we may generate asymptotically at so-
lutions, very similar to the Schwarzschild solution, which
have anholonomic running constants in a local region of
spacetime.
Black Elipsoid { Torus Metrics with Running
Constants
Now we consider nonlinear superpositions of the pre-
vious metrics as to construct solutions with running con-
stants and two horizons (one ellipsoidal and another
toroidal).




The simplest way to generate such metrics with two
horizons is to establish, for instance, a common toroidal
system of coordinate, to take the ellipsoidal and toroidal
metrics constructed in subsection V.A.1 and to multi-
ply correspondingly their coeÆcients. The corresponding






















































































































are given by for-
mulas (9) and (16). Analyzing the data (49) we con-













= 0; parametrized respectively as ellipsoidal and
torus hypersurfaces. The boundary conditions on run-
ning constants and on o{diagonal components of the
metric may be imposed as the solution would result in
an asymptotic at metric. In a nite region of spacetime
we may consider various dependencies in time.
Non{trivial conformal factor
In a similarmanner, we can multiply the conformal fac-
tors and coeÆcients of the metrics from subsection V.A.2
in order to generate a solution parametrized by the (46)
with nontrivial conformal factor 
 and non-vanishing co-
eÆcients 
i













































































































































The data (50) dene a new type of solution than that
given by (49). It this case there is a singular on hori-
zons conformal factor. The behaviour nearly horizons is
10
























! 0 we may obtain a
stationary at asymptotics.
Finally, we note that instead of Class AA solutions
with anisotropic and running constants we may generate
solutions with two horizons (ellipsoidal and toroidal) by
considering nonlinear superpositions, anholonomic defor-
mations, conformal transforms and combinations of so-
lutions of Classes A, B. The method of construction is
similar to that considered in this Section.
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
We constructed new classes of exact solutions of vac-
uum Einstein equations by considering anholonomic de-
formations and conformal transforms of the Schwarzshild
black hole metric. The solutions posses ellipsoidal
and/ or toroidal horizons and symmetries and could
be with anisotropic renormalizations and running con-
stants. Some of such solutions dene static congura-
tions and have Schwarzschild like (in general, multiplied
to a conformal factor) asymptotically at limits. The new
metrics are parametrized by o{diagonal metrics which
can be diagonalized with respect to certain anholonomic
frames. The coeÆcients of diagonalized metrics are sim-
ilar to the Schwazschild metric coeÆcients but describe
deformed horizons and contain additional dependencies
on one 'anholonomic' coordinate.
We consider that such vacuum gravitational congu-
rations with non{trivial topology and deformed horizons
dene a new class of ellipsoidal black hole and black torus
objects and/or their combinations.
Toroidal and ellipsoidal black hole solutions were con-
structed for dierent models of extra dimension gravity
and in the four dimensional (4D) gravity with cosmologi-
cal constant and specic congurations of matter [2, 3, 6].
There were dened also vacuum congurations for such
objects [4, 5, 7, 8]. However, we must solve the very im-
portant problems of physical interpretation of solutions
with anholonomy and to state their compatibility with
the black hole uniqueness theorems [9] and the principle
of topological censorship [10, 11].
It is well known that the Scwarzschild metric is no
longer the unique asymptotically at static solution if
the 4D gravity is derived as an eective theory from extra
dimension like in recent Randall and Sundrum theories
(see basic results and references in [14]). The Newton
law may be modied at sub-millimeter scales and there
are possible congurations with violation of local Lorentz
symmetry [15]. Guided by modern conjectures with ex-
tra dimension gravity and string/M{theory, we have to
answer the question: it is possible to give a physical mean-
ing to the solutions constructed in this paper only from
a viewpoint of a generalized eective 4D Einstein the-
ory, or they also can be embedded into the framework of
general relativity theory?
It should be noted that the Schwarzschild solution was
constructed as the unique static solution with spherical
symmetry which was connected to the Newton spherical
gravitational potential  1=r and dened as to result in
the Minkowski at spacetime, at long distances. This po-
tential describes the static gravitational eld of a point
particle with "isotropic" mass m
0
: The spherical sym-
metry is imposed at the very beginning and it is not a
surprising fact that the spherical topology and spherical
symmetry of horizons are obtained for well dened states
of matter with specic energy conditions and in the vac-
uum limits. Here we note that the spherical coordinates
and systems of reference are holonomic ones and the con-
sidered ansatz for the Schwarzschild metric is diagonal in
the more "natural" spherical coordinate frame.
We can approach in a dierent manner the question
of constructing 4D static vacuum metrics. We might in-
troduce into consideration o{diagonal ansatz, prescribe
instead of the spherical symmetry a deformed one (ellip-
soidal, toroidal, or their superposition) and try to check
if a such congurations may be dened by a metric as to
satisfy the 4D vacuum Einstein equations. Such metrics
were diÆcult to be found because of cumbersome calculus
if dealing with o{diagonal ansatz. But the problem was
substantially simplied by an equivalent transferring of
calculations with respect to anholonomic frames [4, 7, 8].
Alternative exact static solutions, with ellipsoidal and
toroidal horizons (with possible extensions for nonlinear
polarizations and running constants), were constructed
and related to some anholonomic and conformal trans-
forms of the Schwarzschild metric.
It is not diÆcult to suit such solutions with the asymp-
totic limit to the locally isotropic Minkowschi spacetime:
"an egg and/or a ring look like spheres far away from
their non{trivial horizons". The unsolved question is
that what type of modied Newton potentials should
be considered in this case as they would be compatible
with non{spherical symmetries of solutions? The answer
may be that at short distances the masses and constants
are renormalized by specic nonlinear vacuum gravita-
tional interactions which can induce anisotropic eective
masses, ellipsoidal or toroidal polarizations and running
constants. For instance, the Laplace equation for the
Newton potential can be solved in ellipsoidal coordinates
[12]: this solution could be a background for construct-
ing ellipsoidal Schwarzshild like metrics. Such nonlinear
eects should be treated, in some approaches, as cer-
tain quasi{classical approximations for some 4D quantum
gravity models, or related to another type of theories of
extra dimension classical or quantum gravity.
Independently of the type of little, or more, internal
structure of black holes with non{spherical horizons we
search for physical justication, it is a fact that exact
vacuum solutions with prescribed non{spherical symme-
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try of horizons can be constructed even in the frame-
work of general relativity theory. Such solutions are
parametrized by o{diagonal metrics, described equiv-
alently, in a more simplied form, with respect to associ-
ated anholonomic frames; they dene some anholonomic
vacuum gravitational congurations of corresponding
symmetry and topology. Considering certain character-
istic initial value problems we can select solutions which
at asymptotics result in the Minkowschi at spacetime,
or into an anti{de Sitter (AdS) spacetime, and have a
causal behaviour of geodesics with the equations solved
with respect to anholonomic frames.
It is known that the topological censorship princi-
ple was reconsidered for AdS black holes [11]. But
such principles and uniqueness black hole theorems have
not yet been proven for spacetimes dened by generic
o{diagonal metrics with prescribed non{spherical sym-
metries and horizons and with associated anholonomic
frames with mixtures of holonomic and anholonomic vari-
ables. It is clear that we do not violate the conditions
of such theorems for those solutions which are locally
anisotropic and with nontrivial topology in a nite re-
gion of spacetime and have locally isotropic at and triv-
ial topology limits. We can select for physical consid-
erations only the solutions which satisfy the conditions
of the mentioned restrictive theorems and principles but
with respect to well dened anholonomic frames with
holonomic limits. As to more sophisticate nonlinear vac-
uum gravitational congurations with global non{trivial
topology we conclude that there are required a more deep
analysis and new physical interpretations.
The o{diagonal metrics and associated anholonomic
frames extend the class of vacuum gravitational cong-
urations as to be described by a nonlinear, anholonomic
and anisotropic dynamics which, in general, may not have
any well known locally isotropic and holonomic limits.
The formulation and proof of some uniqueness theorems
and principles of topological censorship as well analysis
of physical consequences of such anholonomic vacuum
solutions is very diÆcult. We expect that it is possi-
ble to reconsider the statements of the Israel{Carter{
Robinson and Hawking theorems with respect to anholo-
nomic frames and spacetimes with non{spherical topol-
ogy and anholonomically deformed spherical symmetries.
These subjects are currently under our investigation.
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